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By Peter Temple

Text Publishing Co, Australia, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Meet Jack Irish, criminal lawyer, debt collector, football lover, turf watcher, trainee
cabinetmaker, and one of the best crime characters ever created. When Jack receives a puzzling
message from a jailed ex-client he s too deep in misery over Fitzroy s latest loss to take much
notice. Next thing Jack knows, the ex-client s dead and he s been drawn into a life-threatening
investigation involving high-level corruption, dark sexual secrets, shonky property deals, and
murder. With hitmen after him, shady ex-policemen at every turn, and the body count rising, Jack
needs to find out what s going on - and fast. The first novel in the iconic Jack Irish series, Bad Debts
was originally published in 1996 and won the Ned Kelly Award for Best First Novel. Peter Temple
went on to win the Miles Franklin Award in 2010 for Truth as well many other awards and accolades
both in Australia and internationally. It has been made into a tele-movie by the ABC with Guy
Pearce starring as Jack Irish. It will screen in August 2012.
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ReviewsReviews

An incredibly wonderful book with perfect and lucid explanations. It normally is not going to price a lot of. I am just very happy to tell you that this is the
greatest pdf we have go through within my personal lifestyle and could be he finest book for at any time.
-- Bart Lowe-- Bart Lowe

This is basically the greatest pdf i actually have go through till now. It is definitely simplistic but surprises within the fi y percent in the ebook. I am easily
will get a delight of studying a published ebook.
-- Hyman O'Conner III-- Hyman O'Conner III
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